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Jess and Stacey from Keyll Darree Library were
recently selected to present a paper at the Ninth
Evidence Based Library and Information Practice
Conference (EBLIP9). We were lucky enough to have
our trip sponsored by Health Care Libraries Unit
(HCLU).

So, why did we take our library ghosts international? Well,
at Keyll Darree we have been ghosting twice a day, every
day, for years. This is the process of issuing a book to a
dummy account, and then returning. “But why?” you ask…
well:

Why ghost?

Back in 2010 our colleagues found that they were removing
books which showed no usage, then being met with
complaints from library users about their regularly-used
items being removed. They found out that students were
using books in the library so that they could be more
effectively shared between students (especially the books
which were in high demand). We needed to adapt the
service to consider this newly discovered usage pattern, and
therefore ghosting was born. 

But it doesn’t just serve its original purpose, oh no, ghosting
does so much more!

What have ghosts ever done for us?

Well, given us roughly a third of our yearly usage for the
last 7 years, for one!

But that’s not all! Ghosting also helped us to find out more
about the general habits of our users. 

Historically, we usually experience a dip in usage over the
summer months, which then builds up from the New Year to
a peak in April. As April is dissertation-hand-in month we
have come to expect extremely heavy usage by our nursing
students, and this seemed to fit the narrative of the initial
statistics.
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However, from 2013 we started to see a change, with a
second peak of usage appearing in October. This new trend
continues until the present, but hasn’t yet filtered into staff’s
consciousness – this change in usage was not something we
had recognised until we compared the statistics.

By considering the ghosting statistics we have been able to
plan the library’s summer tasks more effectively. In previous
years we allowed time from May to November for large-
scale projects such as stocktaking, and stock weeding  -
these are obviously disruptive processes which benefit from
having a quiet library as they are distracting for users. We
are now able to schedule our projects between the end of
May and mid-September.

But What About…

Don’t panic! We don’t rely on ghosting alone, it works so
well because it’s coupled with a variety of safeguards. 

We know there’s no guarantee the books haven’t been
picked up and discarded – but we do pair the
information with user reviews, suggestion box comments,
and verbal reader recommendations.

We can’t guarantee anyone will leave their books out, but
we make sure to explain the policy to anyone with
reservations, and remind library users we see working in
the library. If all else fails, books we remove go to the
sale shelf, so we know users can purchase them – even if
they slip through the net.

Was It Worth It?

We couldn’t pick a single bit of the conference to write
about here, but we received some fantastic feedback on
our paper (including from a librarian at Yale who
planned to ensure that all browse data was captured
across their campus). We do want to share the
experience with you though, so hope you will consider
reading our blog about the experience. During our trip
we blogged each day, as well as tweeting during the
conference (our handle is @KeyllDarree, and we’ll be
using #EBLIP9, the conference handle is @eblip9). 
So if you’d like to read more, then head to 
keylldarreegoesstateside.wordpress.com

We are also happy to send our slides to anyone who
may be interested in learning more about the way we
use ghosting. 
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